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I started writing when I was very young. I was about four 

or five when I wrote my first book. Well kind of a book, but it 

was only about six or eight pages long. I wrote it for a friend of 

mine, and it was about a cat that owned a pirate boat. He was 

seeking an island of treasure. He found the map in a bottle 

floating in the sea. After a long voyage he found the island. It 

had a volcano on it, so the island was very plentiful. The cat 

found the treasure and made the island his own. Since he knew 

where the island was he put the map back in the bottle and threw 

it out in the sea. A big THE END was on the last page. 

When I was six years old I took it a step further. I wrote 

three small volumes and each had about twenty to thirty pages. 

You may know where I got the names of the stories: ‘LITTLE BIG 

PLANET- THE STORY OF LIMNOT. VOL 1.’ LITTLE BIG PLANET- THE 

STORY OF LIMNOT’S INVENTION. VOL 2.’ And ‘LITTLE BIG PLANET-THE 

STORY OF SACKY. All these were about small sackboys. When I 

finished three or four sets (much to the help of my mom) I gave 

them to some of my family; my grandparents and cousins. But 

unfortunately I do not remember what happened in my books. I 

also lost my personal copy of these books, and the people that I 

gave them to also lost them. Which was not their fault; I wrote 

them over seven years ago. 

After these books I stopped writing. I kind of forgot about 

writing you could say. Four years passed and I began to wonder 

what I wanted to do for a living. Suddenly when I hit twelve 

years old I remembered my books and I began to write again. 



The biggest adversary in my way was very strange …….. I 

HATED writing with a pencil and I disliked typing even more. My 

aunt suggested using a device that you could talk into and it 

would type for you. It was a great idea, but expensive. So I 

decided to coerce myself to type and I started writing my first 

novel, ‘World Of Candy’. The story was about a gingerbread man. I 

only wrote two or three chapters, because I thought it was 

boring and it wasn't exhilarating enough for me. If I didn’t 

want to read it why would someone else read it. I decided to 

start something else, but I can not reveal the name of the book 

because I am working on it still. 

I stopped writing for another year because I needed to 

learn more about grammar and other writing essentials. During 

that year I told oral interactive stories. I told these mostly to 

my friends, cousins and especially my brother. In that year I 

told about eighty to a hundred stories which I thought was 

pretty fun. After the year was over I had almost  everything I 

needed to start writing. But my grandmother gave me the last 

tools I needed. She taught me how to bring the characters to 

life, and give them more of a personality. I am able to give them 

different personalities so that each one is unique. Stories 

would not be very interesting if every character was exactly 

the same!  

I still tell my cousins oral interactive stories and I hope 

to be able to share my stories with others. I like to see the 

anticipation and excitement on peoples faces as they read my 

stories and hear them.  


